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“Personalized medicine”

Medicine that takes into account the precise 
characteristics of the individual in order to make 
practice more precise (tailored) and improved.



Personalized medicine

• “It is more important to 
know what sort of person 
has a disease than to know 
what sort of disease a 
person has.” 1

• “If it were not for the great
variability among
individuals, medicine might
as well be a science and not 
an art.”2

1) Stange, K.C (2009) 2) Tutton, R. (2012) 

William Osler (1849-1919)



“Personalized medicine”

The Doctor by Luke Fields (1890)



Personalized medicine



Personalized medicine



Personalized medicine

Nature Ed.(2010) “Has 
human health truly 
benefited from the 
sequencing of 
the human
genome? (…) 
‘not much’.”



Personalized medicine

“The lessons from genome biology are 
quite clear. Genes and their products 
almost never act alone, but in 
networks” – Science Editorial 2011



What is «big data»?



‘If you talk to technology gurus in California (...) 
They say ‘‘You can get three hundred thousand 
biomarkers from a single drop of blood, (...) I think 
it’s really important that we’re ready in the NHS to 
harness the power of data to give us more accurate 
diagnoses (...) What this will mean, is we can 
identify problems before they’re symptomatic and 
therefore have a much better chance of tackling 
them’.                                               - Pulse Today, 2015



Personalized medicine







“You are the new doctor”





A vision with many names

A vision with many names



Source: Instutute for systems biology



Systems medicine: The topic



The promises of P4 medicine

• Personalized medicine:
– A form of medicine that can account for “those factors” 

that define health and disease in each particular person.
• Predictive and preventive medicine

– A medicine that – based on knowledge about “those 
factors” can not only diagnose and treat disease in the 
present more accurately and precisely, but predict disease 
in the future and enable preventive interventions.

• Participatory medicine
– A medicine in which persons or patients are enabled to 

know themselves and to take control of their health 
through technology and so drive the revolution.



The promise of P4 medicine and 
systems medicine

In sum, the main promise of P4 medicine is a revolution
in the utility of individualized preventive medicine

through a new holism.



Curative vs preventive precision medicine





• «An important and exciting new field that will
change healthcare. The aim is to give patients
more precise and targeted diagnostics and 
treatment, og at the same time avoid treatment
that has no effect».
– What about diagnostics that harms, but leads 

nowhere? (overdiagnosis).
• «The main theme in the strategy is genetic large

scale analyses, which is new in the clinic». 
• «Primary health care should also be involved in 

this development». 



• «An important and exciting new field that will change
healthcare. The aim is to give patients more precise
and targeted diagnostics and treatment, og at the
same time avoid treatment that has no effect».
– What about diagnostics that harms, but leads nowhere? 

(overdiagnosis).
• «The main theme in the strategy is genetic large scale

analyses (genomic), which is new in the clinic». 
• «Primary health care should also be involved in this

development». 



• «There is today uncertainty about the contents, scale
and implementation of personalized medicine in 
general practice. Likely, general practitioners will in the
future order more genetic tests for their patients and 
be contacted by well patients who have perfromed a 
genetic test on their own initiative. General 
practitioners will need to be able to inform
patientsabiut simpler issues and know routines for 
when referral to genetic counselling is relevant. To 
achieve this goal, there is a need heightened
competence where personalized Fmedicine and 
genetics is put in a larger context with among other
things, ethics and patient-centered pedagogics». 



Yes, genomic and other big data will give us
personalized (precision) medicine (already here). 



• Three areas
– Rare diseases (monogenic, Mendelian)
– Cancer medicine (tumor tailored)
– Infection (bug tailored)



«In essence, personalised
medicine represents a shift
from reactive medicine to 
proactive, pre-emptive and 
preventive healthcare». 





• Den stigende indsigt i generne vil reformere 
den måde vi tænker sygdom på, hele
diagnostikken, samt behandling og 
forebyggelse. Billig og hurtig DNA-
sekventering vil i de kommende årtier 
medføre helt nye former for individualiseret 
behandling og livslang forebyggelse. Visionen 
er forebyggelse målrettet den enkelte borger 
og personlig behandling, når sygdommen 
rammer. (Danske Regioner 2015a: 5)



Medicalization

My definition:  The way aspects of life become
defined in medical terms and underlain medical
control (Vogt et al., 2016)



Problems of controllability

A key assumption of P4SM is that it will provide 
people with a new level of motivation so that 
each person will change their lifestyle based on 
predictions (risk assessments).



Some downsides of medicalization

• Overdiagnosis
• False positive tests
• Findings of unknown significance 
• Side-effects of diagnosis and treatment, including nocebo effects
• Worry
• Changes in identity
• Pathologization
• Depersonalization and dehumanization
• Increasing expectations of wellness or health
• Opportunity costs (distraction)
• Social and cultural iatrogenesis (Illich, 1976)
• Disempowerment, loss of freedom



Source: Instutute for systems biology



What about overdiagnosis and big data?





The screening of everyone



Screening for many abnormalities/diseases



The detection of «everything»





The premise to avoid increased overdiagnosis: 

To predict just which abnormalities will become
clinically manifest, and which will not, 

in each person.





Can big data precision medicine do this?



Can precision medicine do good?



Where are we today?



Genetic testing: Some history









Can the new algorithm «undiagnose» as many
people who would never have developed
disease as it creates more overdiagnosis?



«Genetic testing is the
most extreme
manifestation of early
diagnosis. (…) Because
everybody is at risk of
something, it´s a strategy
that will literally make us
all sick (…)»1

1) Welch, H; Lisa S.; Woloshin, S. 2011. 
Overdiagnosed (Chapter 9). 



Pioneer 100 Wellness Project

- 9-month period

- whole genome sequencing 
(yielding 127 polygenic scores for 
disease risks 

- three-times testing of 
metabolome (643 metabolites),

- proteome (262 proteins) 

- microbiome (4616 taxonomic 
units), 

- 218 other clinical tests

- activity tracking via “quantified 
self” technologies. 

1) Price, N.D. et al. Nat. Biotechnol. 35, 747–756 (2017).
2) See also Vogt, H., Green, S., Brodersen, J. Nat. Biotechnol. 36, 8 (2018).



Referanser: Petursson et al. (2009), Price et al. (2017).





Result: 164 of 209 (78%) diagnosed with disease
or risk factors.1

1) Perkins et al (2018), Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences



How far can we get in prediction just what
abnormalites will become clinically manifest?



Problems of predictability
in complex biological systems



Bias-variance tradeoff

Reference: Fortmann (2012), http://scott.fortmann-roe.com/docs/BiasVariance.html

High 
precision

Low
precision

High accuracy

Low
accuracy



Precision medicine imprecision medicine



«Bog data»



1) Chaos -predicting the unpredictable, Firth, WJ, BMJ, vol 303 (1991)

Biological complexity

”In fact, chaos (complexity) theory has shown us 
that predictability is the exception rather than 
the rule, even for what seem like simple physical 
systems. A human being is immeasurably more 
complex than any demonstrably chaotic system 
– the question can be turned around: How can 
anything be predicted about a person?”

Physicist Colin Firth1





Randomness: Good luck, bad luck

Ref: Epidemiology, epigenetics and the ‘Gloomy Prospect’: embracing 
randomness in population health research and practice (Smith, G.D 2011). 



Conclusion

There are limits to predicting just what 
abnormalities will lead to symptomatic disease. 

When “everything” abnormal is detected, big 
data risks increasing overdiagnosis more than it 
can reduce the problem.



A question of patience





A question of tolerance




